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world-class events;
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corporate and health activities



If you are looking for an universal timing and identification system - here is

SPORTident! You can use the SPORTident system in almost every kind of leisure and

adventure sport like biking, cross-country-running, multi-sport, relays, orienteering and

walking. Using SPORTident you produce extended data-records with a lot of split-times

easy and comfortable. These comprehensive data records are the base for a wide range of

evaluation possibilities - making your sport even more exciting. One of SPORTident’s key

features is to offer an individual result-printout on paper just after a runner has passed

the finish-line.

SPORTident is used in 56 countries on 6 continents. It is the world-wide leading

ident system in orienteering sports.

The SPORTident-system is based on the SPORTident-Card, an extended data

memory stick. The SPORTident-Card features the possibility to store a complete set of

card-owner's personalized data including name, address, date of birth, email-address and

phone number. All the data can be supervised and managed by the runners themselves.

The SPORTident-Card supports fast entries for registration at an event. It eliminates the

need of a centralised data-base and protects runner's privacy. During the race the

SPORTident-Card stores split-times and check point code numbers.

The SPORTident-Card comes in different housings and with different features. It is a nice

and lovely souvenir too.

Data exchange at check points is done at small sized SPORTident-stations. SPORTident-

stations are working autonomously without battery change for several years.

The SPORTident-system is designed with a lot of features to reduce organizers

work load. The SPORTident-system is highly flexible, robust and easy to handle. It can be

managed by the organizers themselves. No external service is needed. SPORTident is

suitable for any event sizes.

If you are interested to learn more, contact SPORTident or have a look at our

website!

Dover-Crystal-Marathon

Dover, 42.195 km

2006-03-08

503

Distance:

Start-time:

Finish-time:

Running-time:

Marathon

11:00:00
14:08:20
03:08:20

control-point

Start
5,150 km

10,300 km
15,450 km
20,600 km
25,750 km
30,900 km
36,050 km
40,200 km
Finish:

int. time:

00:00:00
00:17:42
00:42:34
01:04:04
01:26:40
01:49:41
02:12:41
02:36:13
03:00:14
03:08:20

splittime:

00:17:42
00:24:52
00:22:30
00:22:40
00:23:01
00:23:00
00:24:13
00:24:01
00:08:06

All results an informations
www.sportident.com

min/km

3,43
4,81
4,37
4,40
4,46
4,46
4,70
5,78
4,10

Provisional result:

Positioning category: Positioning total:1 2
Diff. to winner category:

Diff. to winner total:

4,46 min/km

0:08:20     3.08 %

0:28:50     11,54 %

Roy Miller
Club:

SI-Card:

Category: M20A men M20

Racing Team Dover
4700264


